	
  
	
  

NEW BERBER 2018 COLLECTION

Elegance and vibrant colors in the new collection by Lorena Canals
Morocco’s fascinating colors and Berber patterns are the stars of the new
Bereber collection by the designer, whose main innovation are larger-sized
rugs than her current ones as well as new production techniques that blend
textures and thicknesses in a single rug.
March 2018.- Lorena Canals presents her new Berber collection, which includes
five new models of rugs with baskets, blankets, wall accessories and matching
cushions. All of them inspired by classic Berber patterns with tribal shapes and
bright colors. A handcrafted collection, in 100% cotton, using natural dyes and
textures, and with a new production technique that plays with different weaves
and thicknesses to obtain lighter rugs which, despite the increase in size to
adapt to larger rooms, can still be washed at home.

Crisscross washable rug available in 120x170cm. and 140x210cm.

In the "Crisscross" model, cotton stands out in its natural color, onto which
uneven black yarn rhombuses have been woven, aimed at achieving an
asymmetrical design. Each end is bordered by a line - black at one end and
burgundy at the other - which leads to the rug base topped off with tassels.
In the Burgundy model, a combination of textures has been sought. Natural
colored cotton yarn has been applied to a natural colored base using the loop
technique and onto this they have woven rhombuses and crosses in burgundy.

The ends, topped off by tassels, achieve an informal yet stylish and personal
look.

Burgundy washable rug available in 120x160cm. and 140x200cm.

Rhombs is striking for both its elegance and feminine touch. It is a design in
which the natural cotton-colored background combines with black yarn,
creating rhombuses and a herringbone pattern. Both ends showcase the rug
base edged in black and trimmed with tassels. This is an ideal model for
contemporary, relaxed, Nordic and timeless ambiences.

Rhoms washable rug available in 120x170cm) and 140x210cm.

Ethnic is the most unique pattern in the collection. Onto the natural cottoncolored background, irregular-shaped rhombuses and ethnic details have
been mixed together in black and linen yarns, with both ends finished off with
fringes.

Ethnic washable rug available in 120x180cm. And 140x215cm.

(cont…)
Each new rug collection includes its own washable accessories. Baskets, wall
hangings and doors, garlands and blankets bear the unmistakable stamp of
Lorena Canals' designs.

Knitted blankets 125x150cm, "Bazaar" baskets 50x35x35cm, "Souk" baskets with handles 35x30x30cm. "Assa"
wall pendant 45x70cm., set of 4 "Assa" door pendants 8x50cm, "Bereber" cushions 40x55cm. and "Assa"
cushions 30x50cm.

When you opt for a product by Lorena Canals you are choosing a unique,
handmade decorative and functional masterpiece. As well as this, it is an act
of solidarity thanks to the Saküla Project, dedicated to helping in the education
of children in northern India.
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